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Involving Stakeholders in Railway Projects
Access to information related to stakeholder management in rail
transport industries added to PM World Library

Resource provided by Rajamahender Rapelly
12 February 2018 – Mumbai, India – Access to a new resource has been added to the
PM World Library on the subject of project management in rail transport industries. The
new resource is titled “Involving Stakeholders in your Railway Project'', published
on the website of Citizen Rail.
Stakeholder management is the critical component in the successful delivery of any
project. A stakeholder is any individual, group or organization that can affect, be
affected by, or perceive itself to be affected by a project. In this resource, it talks about
the framework in which stakeholders participate in the context of railway projects. It also
includes the different methods of stakeholder analysis, participation, and evaluation.
The article is based on results of a survey in the Citizen’s Rail Project. It says that
stakeholders should be involved in your railway project because the needs of the
stakeholders should be considered. It also talks about the identification of the
stakeholders, how and when stakeholders can be involved in your railway project, the
stakeholder participation cycle, and the stakeholder engagement cycle.
To access these resources, go to the Industries and Organizations section of the
PMWL at https://pmworldlibrary.net/industries-and-organizations/, scroll down and click
on “Rail Transport Industries”, then scroll down to resource. Must be registered as Free
Trial, Professional or Scholar member and logged in to access.

For PMWL Post
Involving Stakeholders in your Railway Project - Stakeholders management is a critical
component in the successful delivery of any project. This 2010 article on Citizen’s Rail Project
website talks about the framework in which stakeholders participate in railway projects and
includes the different methods of stakeholder analysis, engagement and evaluation. To read
article, visit http://www.citizensrail.org/toolkit/evaluate-your-success/involving-stakeholders-inyour-project/ (Rapelly)
Page for PMWL post: https://pmworldlibrary.net/rail-transport-industries/

